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I. Commerce and Culture 
A. Consumer Spaces – discuss how public spaces began catering to women 
− Department stores offered tea rooms, children's play areas, umbrellas, and clerks to wrap and carry 

purchases; store credit plans allowed wealthy women to buy without handling money. P.T. 
Barnum encouraged women and families to come to his circus because his women were 
respectable and refined and the children could learn courage and the value of exercise in his shows. 
Railroads boasted passengers would feel like they were in their drawing room; they had plush 
carpets, upholstery and woodwork and offered amenities like cradles so children would be 
comfortable too. 

 

B. Plessy v. Ferguson – define; discuss "separate but equal"  
− 1896 Supreme Court case that ruled that "separate but equal" facilities were permissible according 

to the 14th amendment. Homer Plessy (1/8 black) refused to leave the first class car when ordered 
to move to the colored car of a Louisiana Train. Jim Crow laws and deep rooted racism defined 
public spaces and "colored" areas were usually far inferior to those of whites. 

 

C. Masculinity and the Rise of Sports – define Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA); relation 
to workplace 
− Introduced in Boston in 1851, the YMCA promoted masculine Christianity, combining evangelism 

and athletic facilities for men so they could retain their physicality now that their work required 
more brains than brawn. Businesses encouraged this because sports allowed men to hone their 
competitive spirit and work teams promoted company loyalty and teamwork (which would 
hopefully discourage unrest in the workplace). 

 
D. Negro Leagues – define; motivation for their existence 

− All-African American professional baseball teams where black men could showcase athletic ability 
and race pride. Racism dominated the sports arenas like it did every aspect of life and blacks were 
often barred from white teams or had to pretend to be Native American (like Charlie Grant aka 
Charlie Tokohoma). 

 

E. The Great Outdoors – define Sierra Club 
− Organization founded in 1892 by John Muir and his editor at Century magazine, dedicated to 

preserving and enjoying America's great mountains and wilderness environments. Encouraged by 
such groups, national and state governments set aside public lands for preservation and recreation. 

 
F. National Park Service – define 

− Federal agency founded in 1916 that provided comprehensive oversight of the growing system of 
national parks. 
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G. National Audubon Society – define 
− A national organization, named in honor of antebellum naturalist John James Audubon, founded in 

1901 that advocated for broader protection for wildlife. 
 

II. Women, Men, and the Solitude of Self 
A. "Solitude of Self" – discuss 

− Elizabeth Cady Stanton's 1892 address to Congress included her idea of "solitude of self" which 
rejected the claim that women did not need equal rights because they enjoyed men's protection. 
She claimed that sheltering women from the fierce realities of life is foolish because women are 
just as susceptible to them as men but they lack the training to deal with them. 

 
B. Changes in Family Life – discuss trends in family sizes and their reasons 
− Average family size decreased during the industrial era because a key driving force for large 

families (more hands to work the land) became less relevant. Having fewer children meant being 
able to invest more in each child in terms of education so they could be successful in the future. 
Childbearing was also limited because people married and had children later in life, women 
breastfed longer which limited fertility, and contraceptives became more widely available. 

 
C. Comstock Act – define 

− 1873 law that prohibited circulation of "obscene literature," defined as including most information 
about sex or birth control for fear that such knowledge would increase "secret vice." 

 

D. Education – importance in society and social trends 
− Education was seen as the key element that allowed people to succeed so high school education 

became more common; especially post Civil War, when widows and orphans struggled immensely 
(having relied on the man to provide), girls were pushed to get an education "just in case" 
something happened to their husband. The expansion of public universities quadrupled college 
attendance and the new needs of the workplace shaped the curriculum offered to students. 

 
E. Liberal arts – define 

− Form of education pioneered by president Charles W. Eliot at Harvard, whereby students chose 
from a range of electives to develop a young man's "individual reality and creative power." 

 

F. Atlanta Compromise – define 
− 1895 address by Booker T. Washington that urged whites and African Americans to work together 

for the progress of all. Delivered at the Cotton States Exposition in Atlanta, the speech was widely 
interpreted as approving racial segregation. 
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G. Women's education – discuss; benefits of coeducation 
− Just as African American educational opportunities expanded, so did those of women. Single-sex 

higher education because available and some schools were co-ed; many black schools allowed 
women and in the Midwest/West co-education was common post Civil War. Coeducation allowed 
women and men to respect each other and build comfortable working relationships or let women 
learn to cope with unfair treatment (which prepared them for the fight for the vote). 

 
H. From Domesticity to Women's Rights – define maternalism 

− Belief that women should contribute to civic and political life through their special talents as 
mothers, Christians, and moral guides. Maternalists put this ideology to action by creating dozens 
of social reform organizations. 

 
I. Women's Christian Temperance Union (WCTU) – define 

− Organization advocating the prohibition of liquor that spread rapidly after 1879, when charismatic 
Frances Willard became its leader. Advocating suffrage, it launched women into reform and was 
the first organization to identify and combat domestic violence (blamed often on alcohol). 

 

J. National Association of Colored Women – define; discuss Ida B. Wells 
− Organization created in 1896 by African American women to provide community support. 

Through local clubs it arranged for the care of orphans, founded homes for the elderly, advanced 
temperance, and undertook public health campaigns. Wells was a radical voice of reform that sued 
the Chesapeake & Ohio RR for denying her a seat in the ladies' car; she became a noted and 
accomplished reformer who investigated lynching and challenged the idea that most were a result 
of a crime (like interracial rape) committed. 

 
K. National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) – define; argument of the opposition 

− Suffrage organization created in 1890 by the union of the National Woman Suffrage Association 
and the American Woman Suffrage Association. Those opposed to woman's suffrage argued that it 
was expensive to expand the vote and warned that wives' votes would simply double their 
husband's vote or cancel his out, subjecting men to "petticoat rule." 

 
L. Feminism – define 
− The ideology that women should enter the public sphere not only to work on behalf of others, but 

also for their own equal rights and advancements. 
 

III. Science and Faith 
A. Darwinism and its Critics – define and discuss natural selection 

− Darwin's theory that when individual members of a species are born with random genetic 
mutations that better suit them to their environment these characteristics, since they are genetically 
transmissible, become dominant in future generations. Darwin didn't like the term "evolution" 
because it suggests upward progress when, in his view, natural selection was blind. 
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B. Social Darwinism and Eugenics – define 
− Idea based on the theory of British philosopher Herbert Spencer that human society advanced 

through competition and the "survival of the fittest." 
− An emerging "science" of human breeding in the late 19th century that argued that mentally 

deficient people should be prevented from reproducing. 
 

C. Realism, Naturalism, Modernism – define; aims 
− A movement that called for writers and artists to picture daily life in the most precise and exact 

manner possible. 
− A literary movement that suggested that human beings were not so much rational agents and 

shapers of their own destinies, but blind victims to forces beyond their control 
− Sought to overturn the sentimentality of previous eras as the scientific worship of facts took hold. 
− A movement that questioned the ideals of progress and order, rejected realism, and emphasized 

new cultural forms with focus on the subconscious and "primitive" mind. Modernism became the 
first great literary and artistic movement of the 20th century. 

 
D. Religion: Diversity and Innovation – issues faced by immigrant Catholics and Jews 

− The question was about how much to adapt in terms of lifestyle and what to preserve. Catholic 
immigrants were keen to preserve traditional religious values but also their own ethnic differences. 
Italian and Polish Catholics wanted their own parishes which troubled the Catholic hierarchy 
dominated by the Irish. Many Jews adopted Reform Judaism which abandoned kosher kitchens 
and Hebrew services. 

 
E. American Protective Association (APA) – define; their fear 

− Powerful political organization of militant Protestants, which for a brief period in the 1890s 
counted more than 2 million members. In its virulent anti-Catholicism and calls for restrictions on 
immigrants, the APA prefigured the revival of the KKK in the 1920s. The wave of Catholic 
immigrants challenged the Protestant population and constituted the same number as Baptists, 
Methodists, and Presbyterians combined. 

 

F. Social Gospel – define; discuss Salvation Army 
− Movement to renew religious faith through dedication to public welfare and social justice, 

reforming both society and self through Christian service. The Salvation Army came from Britain 
and spread the gospel message to the urban poor, giving assistance through soup kitchens and 
shelters for former prostitutes. 

 
G. Fundamentalism – define; discuss Billy Sunday 

− Term adopted by Protestants, between the 1890s and 1910s, who rejected modernism and 
historical interpretations of scripture and asserted the literal truth of the Bible. Sunday was an 
evangelist that took political stances based on his Protestant beliefs; he was an embodiment of 
spiritual inspiration, manly strength, and political engagement. 


